Abstract-During hands-on cooperative surgery, the use of a redundant robot allows to address encumbrance issues in the Operating Room (OR), which can occur due to the presence of large medical instrumentation, such as the surgical microscope. This work presents a new Null Space Optimization (NSO) strategy to constraint the position of the manipulator's elbow within predefined range of motions, according to the spatial requirements of the specific procedure, also taking into account the physical joint limits of the robotic assistant. The proposed strategy was applied to the 7 degrees of freedom (dof) lightweight robot LWR4+. The performance of the NSO was compared to two state-of-the-art null space optimization strategies, i.e. damped posture and fixed optimal posture, over a pool of three non-expert users in both strict (20deg) and negligible (100deg) angular encumbrance limitations. The NSO strategy was proved versatile in providing wide elbow mobility together with safe distance from relevant continuity null space boundaries, guaranteeing smooth guidance trajectories. Future works would be performed in order to evaluate the potential feasibility of NSO in a real surgical scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hands-on robotics has recently shown to provide many benefits to surgery, enhancing the surgeon's skills in performing the surgical task [1] . In the hands-on cooperative mode, the surgeon manually guides the medical instrument attached at the end-effector of the robotic assistant, which provides increased positional accuracy together with reduced surgeon's fatigue. High maneuverability and compliance of the robotic arm are desirable in order to reduce the user's efforts during the robot guidance [2] , [3] . The use of a redundant manipulator, i.e. the same end-effector pose can be reached with multiple joint configurations, can introduce higher system manipulability as well as a wider operational workspace. At the same time, redundancy allows to manage encumbrance issues occuring in a complex environment, such as the surgical Operating Room (OR). Different strategies has already been considered to exploit the redundancy of a robotic arm. The inverse kinematics problem was solved in order to guarantee the maximum dynamic manipolability of the Cartesian task at the contact point [4] . Differently, null space optimization methods were developed for minimizing the effective mass and inertia [3] of the manipulator at guidance contact point. Moreover, the respect of position, velocity and acceleration bounds can be used as a criterion for the redundancy solution [5] , where the joints exceeding the imposed constraints are saturated and their effects are compensated by the remaining joints. In particular, a Saturation in the Null Space method [6] is proposed to consider all joint motion constraints in a unified framework. All the strategies presented above do not take directly into account the encumbrance problem, which is very significant in robotic surgery since on the surgical floor collisions with medical instrumentation must be avoided, as well as undesired or uncontrolled contacts with the surgeon itself.
This work presents a versatile and flexible Null Space Optimization (NSO) strategy for hands-on robotic surgery, which directly adresses the encumbrance issues in the OR. The NSO allows to adapt to different spatial requirements for specific surgical procedures, respecting the intrinsic physical joint limitations of the robotic arm.
II. METHODS
A redundancy optimization strategy was designed and developed for the 7 dof lightweight robot LWR4+ (Kuka, Augsburg, Germany), in order to confine the mobility of the manipulator in a predefined range of motion during hands-on robotic surgery. A Cartesian impedance schema [7] is used to control the pose of the surgical instrument during the manual guidance. As in [2] , the hierarchical task prioritization strategy [8] is used to combine the primary task to a joint impedance controller:
where τ is the vector of the commanded torques, (K) is the joint stiffness, and (q) and (q des ) are the actual and desired joint position respectively.
A. Null Space Geometric Model
The 7 dof LWR4+ robot presents a 1 dof circular null space, mimicking the kinematic of the human arm [9] . As shown in Fig. 1 , a null space parameter (ns), which describes the position of the manipulator's elbow, is defined as:
where − → p se is the vector from the center of the shoulder to the center of the wrist, − → p sw is the vector from the center of the shoulder to the center of the wrist, and − − → usin and − − → ucos are computed as: 
and − → z 0 is the z axis of the world reference frame. The desired setpoint in the joint space (q des ) is computed using the analitic LWR4+ inverse kinematics [9] based on a desired null space value (ns des ), according to the proposed redundancy optimization strategy.
B. Null Space Optimization Strategy
The robot mobility in the operating room should address different encumbrance requirements of specific surgical procedures, in order to avoid collisions with other medical instrumentation as well as reducing undesired contacts with the surgeon. The strategy proposed in this work aims to exploits the LWR4+ redundancy to keep the elbow of the manipulator constrainted into a predefined angular range of motion (ROM), inside which a certain degree of movement is allowed to provide higher system maneuverability during the guidance of the surgical tool. The ROM is simmetrically defined with amplitude ∆ns as:
centered on the initial elbow position ns 0 . Inside the ROM the motion of the elbow is allowed while it is constrained at the ROM extremities. Thus, in order to have a smooth and continuous behavior, the modulation of the null space set point ns des follows the actual ns inside the ROM while it is saturated to the limit values at the ROM boundaries, as shown in Fig. 2 . The joint stiffness K is modulated as a double symmetrical sigmoidal function of ns:
where K max is the maximum value of stiffness, K min is the minimum value of stiffness, α is the curve slope at the inflection point and d is the distance of the inflection point from ns 0 . Thanks to those modulations, the impedance control implements a damping and elastic behavior respectively inside and at the bounds of the ROM. 
C. Physical Joint Limits Management
Continuity constraints due to the physical joint limits [10] were taken into account in the NSO strategy, because they cause discontinuities in the available ns values, thus possibly leading to unacceptable regions within the predefined ROM. The set of feasible null space values Ψ k that satisfies the k-th joint limit is described as:
where n k is the number of closed continuous regions Ψ k j . In order to satisfy all the joint limits at the same time, the set of globally feasible null space values becomes:
The initial position ns 0 is included in a generic i th interval (1 < i < n) among the n discrete continuos intervals associated with the current Cartesian pose. It satisfies the following condition:
where ns i is the lower bound of the i th continuity interval, and ns i is the upper bound of the i th continuity interval. The range of motion set a priori by the user might exceed this interval, trying to get unavailable ns values.
This issue is solved computing for each time step the portion of the predefined range of motion (ROM t ) which respects the i th continuity interval for each cartesian pose, according to a safety margin (dns sg ). The boundaries (ns t ,ns t ) of the ROM t are updated as: Fig. 3 .
Example of ns modulation during an assisted guidance. The boundaries of ROM t (ns t , ns t ) (blue dotted lines) are computed at each time stamp in order to maintain a minimum distance (dns sg ) from the relevant continuity constraints (ns i , ns i ) (red lines). An example of the continuity constraints management of the NSO during hands-on guidance is shown in Fig. 3 .
D. Experimental Protocol
To validate the performance of the presented NSO strategy, experimental trials were performed manually guiding the LWR4+ robot along a predefined Cartesian trajectory, composed by ellipsoidal motions on the three planes of the robotic base reference frame, as shown in Fig.4 A comparative assessment was performed between the following strategies:
• A Damped Posture (DP) [2] : a constant damping (10Nms/rad) is imposed.
• A Fixed Optimal Posture (FOP) [3] : a constant stiffness (30Nm/rad) is imposed on the initial joint configuration, according to ns 0 .
• The Null Space Optimization (NSO): stiffness is modulated in the range 10 − 30Nm/rad and the safety margin dns sg is set equal to 10deg. Two hand-on robotic scenarios were considered: (Fig. 5a ), far away from the physical joint limits. The predefined ROM of the NSO is wide (100deg). 2) B: a clinical set-up wherein encumbrance specifications are strict due to the presence of large medical instrumentation, e.g. microscopic neurosurgical interventions. The initial joint configuration is with elbow in an horizontal position (Fig.  5b) , constrained to be close to the physical joint limits. The predefined ROM of the NSO is narrow (20deg). Three non-expert users were asked to perform three trials for each of the redundancy optimization strategy in each clinical scenario.
During each trial the cartesian end-effector pose (p ee ) was recorded, as well as the current ns value and the effort values at the joints τ e . The following performance indexes were computed among trials and users:
• NS range (∆), in order to measure the elbow's mobility during the assisted guidance. It was computed as the span of variations on ns:
• Constraint proximity index (∆ c ), in order to measure the proximity to the extremities of the elbow mobility due to the joint physical limits. It is computed as the minimum distance of the ns value from the effective continuity boundaries:
• Smoothness index (S j ), in order to evaluate the trajectory smoothness during the assisted guidance. It was computed as the root mean square integral jerk [11] , i.e. third discrete time derivative of the end-effector position (p ee ): where N is the number of time stamps, T is the total trajectory time and L is the trajectory length.
III. RESULTS
The null space range index among trials and users for the scenario A, in which the encumbrance constraints are negligible, are reported in Fig. 6 . The range of mobility of the FOP mode (median value ∆ < 5deg) was confirmed to be significantly (Kruskall-Wallis test, p < 0.001) lower with respect to both DP and NSO modes, which resulted with comparable elbow mobility during the assisted guidance (median value ∆ > 20deg). Conversely, as shown in Fig. 6 , the median proximity index in the scenario B, representing strict encumbrance constraints, resulted comparable among all redundancy strategy (median value of ∆ c ∈ (26, 33)deg, Kruskal-Wallis, p > 0.8 ), but the variance was significantly reduced (Bartlett test, p < 0.05) with respect to both DP and FOP modes. In fact it has to be noted that all ∆ values of the NSO (> 15deg) respects the imposed minimal null space distance from the continuity constraints (dns sg = 10deg), differently from the DP and FOP modes, where no strategies are implemented to effectively take into account joint physical limits of the manipulator. As shown in Table I , all three redundancy optimization strategies show comparable smoothness performance (S < 500) in both the encumbrance scenarios, except for a smoothness reduction greater than 50% (S > 1100) in the case of the DP mode in the scenario B, in which strict constraints are simulated. The normalized mean values respect the smoothness range computed for assisted planar human gestures [11] .
IV. DISCUSSION
Experimental results showed that the NSO strategy was able to adapt to varying encumbrance requirements, sim- ulating different surgical OR conditions, and to combine the positive features of both damped posture [2] and fixed optimal posture modes [3] . In fact, NSO was proved to allow wide mobility of the manipulator's elbow, when encumbrance issues can be neglected (scenario A), such as during brain mapping open-skull neurosurgery. At the same time, NSO was proved to guarantee the respect of strict predefined ROM (scenario B), such as during surgical interventions exploiting other medical instrumentations, e.g. microscopic system, together with time-varying continuity constraints, which are relevant if the manipulator is constrained to work in a configuration close to the physical joint limits.
In this work, the use of the proposed null space optimization strategy was preliminarely proved feasible to address the OR encumbrance issues during hands-on cooperative guidance for robotic surgery. Future work would be performed in order to evaluate the potential versatility and feasibility of the proposed methods in the real surgical scenario with a pool of expert surgeons.
